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We present an experimental and theoretical study of ion fluxes, energy distributions, and angular
distributions close to 300mm tall ‘‘steps’’ on rf-biased wafers in high-density argon plasmas. This
feature size is important in the etching of microelectromechanical systems. The theory and data
show good agreement in most of the trends in the ion distributions as our sampling point approaches
the foot of the step:~1! the ion flux decreases,~2! the ions move away from vertical, turning towards
the step, and~3! the widths of the double-peaked ion energy distributions become narrower. The
theory predicts that the hot neutral flux near the foot of the step is comparable to the ion flux. These
hot neutrals may have important effects on the etching process. ©2003 American Vacuum Society.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Inductively coupled plasma reactors are used for the e
ing of microelectromechanical systems~MEMS!,1–3 inte-
grated circuits, and photonic circuits. Large feature si
~;300 mm! are of particular interest to MEMS devices.
the inductively coupled discharges used to etch MEMS
rf-coil couples energy through a dielectric window to exc
a low pressure plasma. The wafer to be etched is placed
chuck in direct contact with the plasma and is bombarded
ions and neutrals. A rf bias voltage is also usually applied
the chuck, influencing the energy of the ions striking t
wafer.

In order to understand in detail the etching of devices
the MEMS scale, it is essential to have models tigh
coupled to experimental data. While there are a variety
models available for both the bulk plasmas,4–11 and etching
in small features,12,13there is a scarcity of data to compare
these models. A number of authors have measured ion en
distributions at grounded surfaces14–22 or at rf-biased elec-
trodes in low density discharges.23–28 A few authors have
reported ion energy distribution measurements at rf bia
electrodes in inductively driven discharges,29–34 but only on
flat surfaces.

In all of the above studies, the plasma was in contact w
a planar substrate and the sheath over that substrate wa
dimensional. There are several applications, however~in-
cluding plasma source ion implantation, neutral beam p
cessing, plasma thrusters, and the fabrication of MEMS!, for
which the size of features on the substrate can be compa
to or larger than the sheath thickness. The plasma would

a!Electronic mail: jrwoodw@sandia.gov
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try to ‘‘mold’’ over the surface topography, i.e., the plasma
sheath boundary or meniscus would not be planar anym
The resulting curved electric field lines can alter the onco
ing ion trajectories, greatly influencing the ion angular d
tributions ~IADs!. The ion flux and ion energy distribution
~IEDs! along the surface contour can also be affected.

Very little experimental work has been done on structu
~nonplanar! wafer surfaces. We have previously reported i
energy distributions near;3-mm tall steps on grounde
electrodes35 and inside 100mm square holes36 on an rf-
biased wafer. We report here on measurements of ion en
and angular distributions near;300 mm tall steps on a rf-
biased wafer in an inductively driven discharge and comp
these measurements to the results of fluid and Monte C
simulations. Since the steps present a two-dimensional~2D!
problem, we are able to compare the data from these exp
ments directly to 2D model predictions.

II. APPARATUS

A. Discharge cell

Our experiments were carried out using pure argon d
charges in a gaseous electronics conference reference
~GEC Ref Cell!37 which had been modified to produce in
ductively driven discharges.38 Figure 1 shows a schematic o
our GEC Ref Cell, which has been described in de
previously.32,36 A Faraday shield between the rf entran
window and the 13.56 MHz induction coil minimized ca
pacitive coupling between the induction coil and the plasm
The wafer chuck was driven capacitively by a separate 13
MHz power supply that was phase locked to the supply d
ing the induction coil to prevent the two supplies from be
ing against each other and producing slowly varying chan
1473Õ21„1…Õ147Õ9Õ$19.00 ©2003 American Vacuum Society
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in the IEDs. Capacitive–voltage probes were used to m
sure the rf components of both the plasma and chuck po
tials. A double Langmuir probe39 measured electron temper
ture and density at a point approximately 3 mm above
step.

It was necessary to cover most of the chuck surface w
Si to prevent metal ions from sputtering off the stainless s
chuck and coating the fused silica rf entrance window wh
the chuck was biased. The inset in Fig. 1 shows a top view
our chuck with the wafer components on it. In the center
the figure is a 4.6 mm square, 300mm thick, undoped Si
wafer with a 2.9 mm square hole in it. The nickel pinhole f
described below forms the bottom of this square hole. O
inner wall of this 2.9 mm square functioned as our 300mm
tall ‘‘straight wall’’ for these experiments. Previous work40

suggests that the ion energy and angular distributions
measured in the center of a hole which was 2.9 mm squ
and only 300mm deep should be very close to the distrib
tions on a flat surface. Four silicon ‘‘petals’’ formed of
quartered 6 in.- diam wafer were placed around the 4.6
square piece to cover the rest of the stainless steel chuc

A pinhole at the bottom of the 2.9 mm square hole led
a separate vacuum system containing our gridded ion
lyzer. We varied the position of the pinhole relative to t
walls by gluing nominally identical walls down at differen
distances from ‘‘identical’’ pinholes with conductive epox
The 5.5mm diam pinholes were laser drilled in a nickel fo
estimated by the manufacturer to be between 2 and 3mm
thick.41 The pinholes used were produced in a single run
the manufacturer, and appeared to have identical diamete
our experimental uncertainty of610%.

B. Gridded ion analyzer

Figure 2 shows a schematic of our gridded ion energy
angle analyzer that has been described in de
previously,36,42 and only a brief description will be given

FIG. 1. Schematic of inductively coupled GEC Ref. Cell with rf bias
wafer chuck. The ion analyzer samples through a 5.5mm pinhole on the
chuck to collect the ions impacting the wafer. The inset shows a top view
the rf-biased chuck with the Si wafers on it.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 21, No. 1, Jan ÕFeb 2003
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here. The analyzer contains three screen grids and a seri
4.8 mm diam current collection electrodes. The stainl
steel collection electrodes were stacked in a hexagonal cl
packed array as shown in the inset in Fig. 2. The analy
had three grids between the pinhole and the collection e
trodes. Varying the voltage on the middle grid allowed us
sweep out the ion energy distribution. The grids and the s
face of the bundle of electrodes were formed into section
nested concentric spheres, all of which were centered on
pinhole. Hence, the surfaces of all the electrodes were o
spherical surface located 2.3 cm from the pinhole. Beca
the grids and collection electrodes were sections of sph
centered on the pinhole, ion trajectories were not affected
any external electric fields as the ions traveled from the p
hole to the electrodes. As a result, we could measure the
angular distributions at the pinhole by comparing the curr
on the various electrodes. Based on previous work40 we ex-
pect the sensitivity of this instrument to be independent
ion energy. The energy resolution of this detector (DE/E) is
about 5%. Thus for 20 eV ions, we expect the detector re
lution to be about 1 eV.

A point of great experimental importance is that the ent
gridded analyzer was floated at the rf potential of the wa
chuck. In order to get the control voltages and collector c
rents into and out of the analyzer, we passed the sig

f

FIG. 2. Schematic of the three-screen gridded energy analyzer. The grids
the array of collection electrodes were formed into sections of nested h
spheres, all centered on the pinhole. This ‘‘nested hemisphere’’ forma
lowed us to measure ion angular distributions as well as ion energy di
butions. The first grid was connected to the ‘‘local ground,’’ i.e., the wall
the rf-biased chuck, to create a field-free drift region between the pinh
and the analyzer. The inset shows a front view of the collector elemen
our ion analyzer
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through rf low-pass filters43 as shown in Fig. 3. After extrac
tion from the rf biased area, the collector currents w
passed through a low current switching system to a p
ammeter. The switching system, the pico-ammeter, and
power supplies for the grid voltages were all controlled b
computer operating onLABVIEW software.

III. SIMULATION

In this section, a two-dimensional (x–y) fluid/Monte
Carlo simulation is reported, in an effort to predict the IED
and IADs on an otherwise planar surface with a step~Fig. 4!,
in contact with a high density Ar plasma.

A. Fluid simulation

The compressible fluid equations for ions~species and
momentum balances! coupled with Poisson’s equation fo
the electric potential were employed.44,45 Since the ion tem-
perature is much lower than the electron temperature,
pressure force was ignored in the momentum balance e
tion. However, ion thermal effects were accounted for in
Monte Carlo simulation~see below!. The viscous stress wa
also neglected in the ion momentum balance. The ion co
nuity and momentum balance equations would then read

]ni

]t
1¹+~n,u!50, ~1!

]

]t
~niu!1¹+~niuu!52

eni

mi
¹F2nmniu, ~2!

whereni , mi , u, andF are the ion density, ion mass, io
fluid velocity vector, and electric potential, respectively. T
elementary charge is denoted bye, andnm is the ion–neutral

FIG. 3. Electrical schematic for ion analyzer. All signals in and out of t
analyzer were passed through rf low pass filters which attenuated the 1
MHz chuck bias by;50 dB or more. This figure shows only one collect
pin for simplicity. In reality there were 17 active collector pins and a total
20 rf low-pass filters.
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collision frequency, where ions could suffer elastic scatter
or charge-exchange collisions. Poisson’s equation reads

¹2F52
e

«0
Fni2n0 expS F

Te
D G , ~3!

where the potentialF is with respect to that of the uppe
boundary,F0 , «0 is the permittivity of free space, andn0 is
the ion density at the upper boundary~Fig. 4!. Electrons
were assumed to be in Boltzmann equilibrium with the fie
and the electron temperatureTe and background gas pressu
and temperature~e.g., neutral density! were assumed to be
spatially constant. A finite difference scheme based on
flux corrected transport method was implemented to so
the governing equations. This method is both transpor
and conservative.46 The equations were integrated in time b
an explicit-Euler type method. The time step was chosen
that the Courant–Friederichs–Levy condition was satisfi
At each time step, Poisson’s equation was solved iterativ
to update the electric potential profile. The simulati
evolved until a periodic steady state was reached.

The system employed in this study is shown in Fig. 4.
otherwise planar substrate with a 300mm tall step is located
at the bottom of the domain. The potential was specified
the substrateFw and at the upper boundaryF0 , while both
sides were symmetry planes (¹nF50). At the upper bound-
ary, the ion densityn0 was specified but the ion flux~ion
velocity! is unknown. When a flux was specified at the upp
boundary of Fig. 4, spurious profiles of the ion density ne
the boundary were observed. The inlet ion fluid veloc

.56

f

FIG. 4. Domain and boundary conditions used for simulations. The subs
step height is 300mm.
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~having only a vertical componentn0) was instead linearly
extrapolated based on the values at the first two nodes

n052n12n2 . ~4!

This upstream condition has been used in compress
gas dynamics simulations before.46 Equation~4! allows the
inlet flux to develop as part of the solution. The specifi
electron temperature and ion density at the upper boun
set the value of the Debye length at that point. Note that
electron density was set equal to the ion density at the up
boundary, in accordance with the quasineutral plasma
proximation. The plasma sheath~where charge neutrality
breaks down! evolved self consistently, provided that the u
per boundary of the domain was several times thicker t
the sheath. The sheath thickness scales with the De
length. Larger electron densities and lower electron temp
tures~smaller Debye lengths! result in thinner sheaths~for a
given sheath potential!.

B. Monte Carlo „MC… simulation

To begin the MC simulation, ions with the appropria
energy and angular distribution~see below! were launched a
a plane near the sheath edge. The location of the sheath
was defined as the position where the relative space char

r[
ni2ne

ni
50.01 ~5!

with the densities determined by the fluid simulation. T
launch plane was such that the potential distribution w
essentially 1D on that plane, i.e., the potential at that loca
was not perturbed by the presence of the step. Ions ha
mean energy of the order of the electron temperature at
sheath edge.47 In addition, ions have energy and angular d
tributions because of collisions with the background gas
the presheath. The mean directional energy of ions at
launch plane was first evaluated by

emean5
1
2mi~u21v2!, ~6!

whereu andn arex andy components of ion fluid velocity
~The ion fluid velocity at the launch location is essentia
perpendicular, i.e.,u'0.) The perpendicular~directional! en-
ergy of entering ions was then determined by

ed5emean•« ~7!

where« was picked from a Gaussian distribution

f ~«!5A« expS 2F1

2 S «2m

s«
D 2G D ~8!

with m51.0, s«50.4247.
These values ofm and s« center the distribution at 1.0

and give it a full width at half maximum of 1.0. Using Eq
~7! and~8! one can generate distribution functions similar
those produced by Riemann.47 For the angular distribution o
entering ions, the following formula was used:42

f ~u!5Au expS 2F1

2 S sinu

su
D 2G D ~9!
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2ed
, ~10!

where Ti ,Tr is the transverse ion temperature. The an
picked from this distribution was shifted byumean[tan21

(2u/n), whereu andn are again the ion’s fluid velocity com
ponents at the launching position. Since ions are essent
perpendicular at this point,umean'0. This way, the angular
distribution of ions at the launch plane was centered atumean

and had a spread of several degrees.
Once launched ions were accelerated by the spatially n

uniform and time-varying electric field determined by th
fluid simulation. The three spatial coordinates and three
locity components (x,y,z,vx ,vy ,vz) were tracked in time by
a fourth order Runge–Kutta method. During their tran
through the sheath, ions can interact with the backgro
neutral gas, i.e., they can suffer elastic scattering or cha
exchange collisions. A constant total cross sections t was
used to evaluate the distance between collision events by
null collision method.48 At the end of each free flight, the
type of collision was determined according to the probabi
Pk5sk /s t for collision of typek ~k can be elastic scattering
charge exchange, or null collision, i.e., no collision!. The
cross sections~in units of 10216 cm2) for elastic scattering
~SC! and charge-exchange~CX! collisions between Ar1 and
Ar were obtained from Liebermann and Lichtenberg44 and fit
as follows:

sSC540.04~1.020.0563 ln«kinetic!
2, ~11!

sCX547.05~1.020.0557 ln«kinetic!
2, ~12!

where the ion kinetic energy«kinetic is in eV. Elastic scatter-
ing was treated as a hard sphere collision.49 For charge ex-
change collisions, the~fast! ion and~slow! neutral switched
identity ~i.e., became fast neutral and slow ion, respective!
without altering their precollision velocity vector~resonant
process!. The resulting energetic~fast! neutrals could suffer
elastic scattering further on, which was also treated as h
sphere collision. Fast neutrals, however, were primarily g
erated by neutralization of ions on the substrate~wall!. Col-
lision with the wall was assumed to result in specular refl
tion, with 100% neutralization of ions. Kinetic data for ion
and fast neutrals were collected and recorded at four lo
tions on the substrate, to facilitate comparison with expe
ments: 75, 150, 300, and 1500mm to the right of the step.

IV. RESULTS

Table I lists plasma densities and electron densities m
sured with our double Langmuir probe for the Ar discharg
Table I also lists estimates of the Debye lengths and sh
sizes for these discharges. Sheath sizes are estimate
sheaths against a flat wafer.

A sample calculated electric potential profile is shown
Fig. 5. Parameter values weren051.331011 cm23, F0

517 V18 sin(vRF t)V, Fw5216 V119 sin(vRFt)V, and
the rf modulation frequencyv rf/2p was 13.56 MHz. The
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electron temperatureTe53.7 eV, ion temperatureTi

50.1 eV, transverse ion temperatureTi ,Tr50.1 eV, gas tem-
peratureTg50.05 eV, and gas pressureP55 mTorr, corre-
sponding to the first row of Table I, but with an added 22
peak-to-peak rf bias between the wafer and the plasma.
ion temperature was not measured, but was taken as a r
sentative value.50 Under these conditions, the sheath thic
ness was computed to be;287mm, which is comparable to
the 300mm high step. As a result, the plasma ‘‘feels’’ th
existence of the step and the sheath tries to wrap around
corner. The horizontal electric field~not shown! peaked at
the upper corner of the step. Ions are expected to have q
different trajectories depending on theirx coordinate above
the step. Detailed theoretical results may be found in K
and Economou.51

Figure 6 shows a plot of measured ion flux to the wa
versus distance from a 300mm tall wall for three different
power levels in a 23 mTorr Ar discharge. Curves are sho
with and without a;20Vpp rf bias between the wafer an
the plasma. Several trends are evident from this figure. F
all the fluxes decrease sharply as our measurement point
within 75 mm of the wall. Second, at two of the inductio

TABLE I. Measured electron densities and temperatures along with estim
of Debye length and sheath thickness. The sheath edge was defined
location where the relative net charge density is equal to 1% orni

2ne)/ni50.01. The sheath thickness shown are for cases without an rf
on the wafer.

Pressure
~mTorr!

Inductive
coil power

~W!

Electron
temperature

~eV!

Electron
density

(1011/cm3)

Debye
length
~mm!

Approximate
sheath

thickness
~mm!

5 250 3.7 1.3 38 287
23 100 2.5 1.25 32 248
23 250 2.6 3.7 19 173
23 380 2.7 6.0 16 117

FIG. 5. Electric potential profile of argon plasma near step on rf-bia
wafer in inductively driven GEC Ref. cell. Plasma density51.3
31011 cm23. The data is shown fort rf50.75, three quarters of the wa
through the rf cycle.
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coil power levels~100 and 380 W!, the flux goes through a
maximum as one moves away from the wall. Third, exc
for the data at 250 W, the presence of rf bias does not ap
to significantly change the fluxes even though the prese
of rf bias can significantly increase the calculated she
thickness.

Figure 7 shows a plot of simulated ion flux to the waf
versus distance from the 300mm tall wall for the same pres
sure and inductive powers as Fig. 6, with no rf bias on
wafer. Adding a;20Vpp rf bias between the wafer and th
plasma to the 250 W data did not significantly change

tes
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FIG. 6. Experimental ion fluxes vs position below a 300mm tall step on our
rf biased wafer chuck. Data is shown at 23 mTorr total pressure for th
different inductive powers: 100 W, lower curve with diamonds~l!; 250 W,
middle curves with triangles~n!; and 380 W upper curves with squares~h!.
Data with no rf bias on the wafer is shown with filled data points a
smooth curves. Data with;20 V peak-to-peak rf bias on the wafer is show
with hollow data points and dashed curves. The typical ion energy at
pressure was;17 eV with no rf bias. With rf bias, the ion energy distribu
tions stretched from 15 to 35 eV.

FIG. 7. Simulated ion fluxes vs position below the 300mm tall step on our
rf biased wafer chuck. Simulations are shown at 23 mTorr total pressure
the same three inductive powers as Fig. 6, but without an rf bias on
wafer. Adding a;20 V peak-to-peak rf bias to the 250 W simulation did n
significantly change the shape of the curve from the no-bias case. The s
lations show the same trend of decrease in ion flux close to the wall as
data in Fig. 6, but do not replicate the maxima that are often seen in
experimental ion fluxes at about 200mm from the step.
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simulated curve of flux versus position. The simulatio
show similar trends to the data in Fig. 6 in that the ion fl
decreases close to the step, but the simulations do not s
the maxima in ion fluxes that sometimes appear in the d

Figure 8 shows a direct comparison between experim
and simulation for ion fluxes as our sampling point a
proaches the 300mm tall step. The calculated and measur
ion fluxes far from the step are within about 10% of ea
other in this 5 mTorr Ar discharge with 250 W of inductio
power and 22 V rf bias. As the sampling point approach
the wall, experiment and simulation show the same tren
although the simulated ion flux begins decreasing fart
from the step than the experimental data does. This fig
also shows simulated hot neutral fluxes versus position.
peak in the hot neutrals at about;250mm is caused by ions
striking the sidewall and being reflected as hot neutrals.

Figure 9 shows measured~a! and calculated~b! ion en-
ergy distributions versus distance from the 300mm tall wall
for 5 mTorr discharges with 250 W of induction drive powe
Both the measurements and the model show the expe
double-peaked IEDs that narrow as the sampling point
proaches the 300mm tall wall. The data, however, show
IEDs with a ;19 V separation between peaks whereas
calculated IEDs have only a;16 V separation betwee
peaks. Figures 10~a! and 10~b! show a similar theory-to-
experiment comparison for data taken in a 23 mTorr Ar d
charge with 250 W of induction coil power. Again, theo
and experiment show the same trends, although the the
ical IED curves are narrower than the data.

Figure 11 displays ion angular distributions in 5 mTorr
discharges as a function of distance between the samp
aperture and the wall. These discharges were driven by
W induction power. The peak-to-peak rf bias voltage b

FIG. 8. Comparison of measured ion fluxes along with simulated ion and
neutral fluxes close to the 300mm tall step in 5 mTorr, 250 W Ar discharges
The peak-to-peak rf bias voltage between the plasma and the chuck w
V for these measurements. The measured and predicted fluxes agree to
;10% far from the step and show similar trends as the sampling p
approaches the step. The maximum in the hot neutral flux at;250 mm is
produced by ion collision with the sidewall and subsequent reflection of
neutrals. Since the hot neutrals are also produced by charge exchang
lisions in the gas phase, the neutral flux is not zero even at the locatio
away from the step.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 21, No. 1, Jan ÕFeb 2003
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tween the plasma and chuck varied from 21 to 26 V for th
data. These ‘‘target plots’’ display ion flux~in nA! on each of
the elements in the hexagonal-close-packed array on our
lector ~refer to Fig. 3 for collector layout!. The plotting rou-
tine has smoothed the transitions between signal levels
adjacent pins to improve the legibility of the figure. Th
concentric circles represent the solid angles defined by co
whose apex is at the sampling hole and which sweep
points which are;6.4°, 12.9°, and 19° off the normal to
flat wafer surface. The sampling hole remained centered o
the central pin on our detector for all of these experiments
the 300mm tall step was moved closer to the sampling ho
The wall is shown as a rectangular block. The beam’s an
lar distribution moves;19° off axis toward the wall as the
sampling point moves in toward the step, starting at 15
mm and moving in to 75mm from the wall. In some case
the distributions also spread noticeably, spilling over on
two or more detector pins. Finally, the fluxes decrease as
distribution moves close to the wall, reflecting the tren
seen Figs. 6–8.

The experimental ion angular data shows intensity ver
angle off the pinhole axisu and azimuthal angle around th
pinholew, whereas the simulations show just intensity vers
angle off the pinhole axisu. To compare the data to th

ot

22
bout
t

t
col-
ar

FIG. 9. Comparison of ion energy distributions versus position below a
mm tall step on our rf-biased wafer chuck in 5 mTorr Ar discharges with 2
W of rf power to the induction coil:~a! experimental measurements and~b!
model calculations. The rf bias between the chuck and plasma was fixe
;22 V for all of this data, but the ion energy distributions still narrow as t
sampling point approached the step.
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simulations, therefore, we took 1D ‘‘cuts’’ through the typ
of experimental data shown in Fig 11,~eliminatingw!, which
yielded data that could be compared directly to the simu
tions.

Figures 12 and 13 show these approximations to the
angular data and compare this data with model calculatio
Again, in the experimental data, transitions between differ
signal levels on adjacent pins have been smoothed slight
improve the legibility of the figure. While the experiment
data have very crude angular resolution~each pin is 12°
wide!, the trends of the beam moving off axis toward t
wall are clearly the same. Also, note that to within the ac
racy of the experimental data, the angular displacement
the beam from the axis agree in the experiment and mo

V. DISCUSSION

The decrease in ion fluxes near the step can be unders
by looking at the calculated equipotentials in Fig. 5. Far fro
the step, where the equipotentials are flat, ions that are;50
mm apart when they begin crossing the sheath will still,
average, be 50mm apart when they strike the wafer. Th
convex curvature of the equipotentials below the step h
ever, means that ions that are;50 mm apart when they star

FIG. 10. Comparison of ion energy distributions vs position below a 300mm
tall step on our rf-biased wafer chuck in 23 mTorr Ar discharges with 250
of rf power to the induction coil:~a! experimental measurements and~b!
model calculations. The peak-to-peak rf bias voltage between the chuck
plasma was fixed at 19 V for these measurements. Although the pla
sheath is considerably narrower than in Fig. 9, the trends in the two fig
are similar.
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across the sheath close to the step will be spread out ov
relatively large area~e.g., ;200 mm! when they strike the
wafer, lowering the effective flux on the wafer 75mm from
the step.

The curvature of the equipotentials over the step a
means that the electric fields will deflect the angular dis
bution of the ions toward the step as seen in both the the
and the data~Figs. 11–13!. The simulation suggests tha
many ions will strike the vertical wall of the step and refle
as hot neutrals, striking the horizontal surface near the f
of the step. In fact, the flux of hot neutrals near the foot
the step is predicted to be comparable to the ion flux~Fig. 8!.
Since fast neutrals can have a significant impact on etch
it is important to include these hot neutrals in feature evo
tion simulations. Some of the ions striking the vertical w
may have been reflected as ions. If so, these ions appar
had their trajectories curved back toward the base of the
by the bowedE fields near the step since we saw no io
close to the step with trajectories that aimed away from
step ~Fig. 11!. These ions that had been reflected off t
vertical wall as ions may have contributed to the maxima
the ion fluxes we observed at about 200mm from the base of
the wall.

The experimental data and the model calculations b
show a narrowing of the width of the double-peaked i
energy distributions as the sampling aperture approaches
300 mm tall step. This narrowing occurs because of the
crease in sheath thickness as the sampling point approa

nd
a

es

FIG. 11. Surface plots of ion angular distributions versus position belo
300mm tall step for 5 mTorr Ar discharges with 250 W induction drive an
rf bias levels between 21 and 26 V peak-to-peak between plasma and c
The plots show ion flux in nA on each of the pins on our 19 pin detec
array as the sampling aperture moves toward the step. The box indicate
direction of the step. The concentric circles represent the solid angles
fined by cones whose apex is at the sampling hole and which sweep
points which are;6.4°, 12.9°, and 19° off the normal to a flat wafer surfac
The sampling hole remained centered over the central pin on our dete
for all of these experiments as the 300mm tall step was moved closer to th
sampling hole. The angular distribution of the beam broadens and m
toward the step as the sampling aperture approaches the step. Trans
between different signal levels on adjacent pins have been smoothed sli
to improve legibility of the figure.
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the step. On a flat surface, the ions cross the sheath
smaller fraction of a rf period and therefore see more of
instantaneous value of the rf bias potential. Under these c
ditions, the width of the double-peaked IED is close to t
peak-to-peak voltage difference between the bulk plasma
the chuck. Ions take a significant fraction of a rf perio
however, to cross the relatively larger sheath below the s
Thus, the ions tend to see more of a ‘‘time-averaged’’
potential instead of an instantaneous value. This time a
aging compresses the IED, reducing the distance betwee
high- and low-energy peaks.

The experimental IEDs are consistently slightly broad
than the widths obtained from the calculations. We susp
this discrepancy can be traced to the limitations of o
plasma density measurements. Previous work compa
Langmuir probe data to microwave interferome
measurements38 demonstrates that the presence of a pro
can depress the local plasma density by a factor of 2. A
trarily increasing the plasma densities used as inputs to
calculations by a factor of 2 removes most of the discrepa
between the modeled and experimental IED widths.

We have previously reported32 that space-charge-induce
beam broadening inside our gridded analyzer can broa
the angular distributions we measure. We do see some

FIG. 12. 2D measurements~a! and calculations~b! of ion angular distribu-
tions for 5 mTorr Ar, discharge with 250 W induction drive and;22 Vpp rf
bias on chuck. In the experimental data, transitions between different s
levels on adjacent pins have been smoothed slightly to make the figure
legible. The calculations display the detailed angular distribution of the i
at each distance from the wall.
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cations of beam broadening in these experiments. The n
zero ‘‘foot’’ on the first curve in Fig. 12~a! between;8° and
;16° ~this is the data taken 1500mm from the wall! is prob-
ably due entirely to beam broadening inside the analy
These effects, however, do not significantly alter the
fluxes, energy distributions, or mid points of the ion angu
distributions we report in this work.

Our experiments were carried out using argon gas si
use of real etching gases would rapidly erode both our s
pling aperture foils and the 300mm tall step. In true etching
gas discharges, we would expect several changes. Th
taching gases in the mixtures would yield many negat
ions and a lower electron density, lowering plasma pot
tials. The negative ions would be repelled by the she
fields, so it should be adequate to simulate only positive
and electron propagation in the sheath fields. In etching m
tures, there will typically be a number of ion species of d
ferent masses present at the edge of the sheath. Each of
ion species will contribute to the sheath dynamics differen
in accordance with their different transit times. To first ord
we would expect the simulation results to be a linear com
nation of the results of a number of single ion cases.

VI. SUMMARY

We have compared model calculations and experime
data of ion distributions close to 300mm tall ‘‘steps’’ on

al
re
s

FIG. 13. 2D measurements~a! and calculations~b! of ion angular distribu-
tions for 23 mTorr Ar, discharge with 250 W induction drive and;21 Vpp rf
bias on chuck as the sampling point moves toward the 300mm tall step.
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rf-biased silicon wafers in high-density argon plasmas. Sim
lations have successfully predicted most of the trends see
these experiments. As our sampling point approaches
step from below, the ion fluxes decrease, the ion ang
distributions move away from vertical toward the step, a
the width of the double-peaked ion energy distributions
crease. As seen in the simulations, all of these effects ca
accounted for by curvature of the plasma sheath around
300 mm tall step. The simulation suggests that many io
will strike the vertical wall of the step and reflect as h
neutrals, striking the horizontal surface near the foot of
step. In fact, the flux of hot neutrals near the foot of the s
is predicted to be comparable to the ion flux. Thus hot n
trals can make important contributions to etching. Lo
maxima in the ion fluxes seen at about 200mm from the step
are not predicted by the simulations and may be partly du
ions being reflected off the vertical wall of the step as io
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